We present two new algorithms for searching in sorted X+Y +R+S, one based on heaps and the other on sampling. Each of the algorithms runs in time O(n 2 logn) (n being the size of the sorted arrays X, Y , R and S). Hence in each case, by constructing arrays of size n = O(2 s=4 ), we obtain a new algorithm for solving certain NP-Complete problems such as Knapsack on s data items in time equal (up to a constant factor) to the best algorithm currently known. Each of the algorithms is capable of being e ciently implemented in parallel and so solving large instances of these NP-Complete problems fast on coarse-grained distributed memory parallel computers. The parallel version of the heap based algorithm is communication-e cient and exhibits optimal speedup for a number of processors less than n using O(n) space in each one; the sampling based algorithm exhibits optimal speedup for any number of processors up to n using O(n) space in total provided that the architecture is capable of logarithmic time sorting.
1 Introduction
Previous work in sorted multisets
Search, selection and sorting in n n sorted matrices and X + Y have received considerable attention in the literature. Searching sorted X + Y and sorted matrices for a given element has been proved to have complexity (n) 7].
The existing order of the rows and columns of a sorted matrix has been proved not to help the task of sorting its elements, i.e., the complexity of the sorting problem in sorted matrices is (n A question of some importance due to its applications to the resolution of NP-Complete problems concerned the existence of a work-e cient parallel algorithm to search in X +Y +R+S with the restriction that only O(n) memory space is allowed. We settle that question in this paper.
Previous work on the knapsack problem
Solving the knapsack problem can be seen as a way to study some large problems in number theory and, because of its apparent exponential complexity, some public-key cryptosystems have been based on it 3]. Therefore much e ort has been spent in order to nd techniques which could lead to practical algorithms with reasonable running times. Branch and bound algorithms have been proposed and they reach good performances for particular instances of the problem, but the worst case is still O(2 s ). For the sake of clarity in this review of the main results in the literature, we shall neglect logarithmic factors ? s in this case ?, under the big Oh notation. This is usually done in the related literature, because they are of low degree and very small compared to the complexity of the algorithms.
A major improvement in this area was made by Horowitz and Sahni 20] , who drastically reduced the time needed to solve the knapsack problem by conceiving a clear algorithm (the twolist) in O(2 s=2 ) time and space. Based on that algorithm, memory requirements were reduced in 1, 30] with the two-list four-table algorithm, which needs O(2 s=4 ) memory space to solve the problem still in O(2 s=2 ) time. Amirazizi and Helman 3] were the rst to show that parallelism could help to solve larger instances of this problem. Their algorithm runs in O(2 s ) time, 0 1=2, by allowing O(2 (1? )s=2 ) processors to concurrently access a list of this same size, stored in a shared memory. With the parallel two-list six-table algorithm, Karnin 21] reduced the space requirements to O(2 s=6 ), while using P = O(2 s=6 ) processing elements coupled in a tree fashion as an auxiliary data structure to the main memory. The running time, however, remained proportional to O (2 s=2 ). Recently, in 5], Chang and Chen improved Karnin's idea. By allowing more power to the processing units, they can solve the knapsack problem with S 2 P = O(2 s=2 ). However, the time complexity of their algorithm is again the same as in the sequential solutions, i.e., T = O(2 s=2 ).
The rst work-e cient parallel algorithm for the knapsack problem, with less than O(2 s=2 ) processors comes from 10], where the one-list algorithm was introduced, based on 3]. The vector W is divided into two new vectors. A list L with all the subset sums of one of the new vectors is held in the shared memory. The central idea is that a binary search can be performed over L in order to nd whether the concatenation of two combinations from the two subvectors of the vector W forms a solution. The hardware needed was large, since O(2 s=2 ) central memory positions were required. The time complexity was O(2 (1? )s=2 ), with O(2 ( s=2) ) processors, 0 1=2. Also proposed were parallel algorithms for the knapsack problem based on the fact that a matrix de ned by the sum of two ordered vectors can be searched by means of binary searches on one of the dimensions of such matrix. Because such a search algorithm needs only the vectors to be present in the memory, instead of the whole matrix, the vector W can be divided into three new vectors, placing two tables with their subset sums in the shared memory. The third table (with the subset sums of the remaining subvector of W) is generated upon request by the processors. A search is then performed in parallel by the processors over the matrix de ned by the sum of the former two tables. Its complexities are O(2 (1? ? )s ) time, O(2 s ) memory positions, and O(2 s ) processors ( 12] ).
The algorithms described above were designed for the Concurrent Read Exclusive Write (CREW) Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) model of parallel computation with shared memory, where each processor holds a constant memory space. For algorithms solving the knapsack problem on existing distributed memory machines that allow a very large memory/processor tradeo , we refer to 12]. For instance, using a well known parallel sorting scheme, an s-knapsack can be solved in O(s 2 ) time with a hypercube with O(2 s=2 ) processing elements, holding only a constant amount of memory space each.
It is worth noticing that the same techniques used above can be used to solve a larger class of NP-Complete problems, by simply changing the de nition of the usual operator \+" to some other composition operators. Exact satis ability, exact cover and knapsack are examples of such problems, known as \polynomially enumerable" NP-Complete problems 30].
New results
All the solutions above use the paradigm of searching a sorted multiset | formed by the Cartesian sum of ordered vectors |, as X + Y in the two-list of 20], or X + Y + R in the one-list six-table of 21], or nally X + Y + R + S in the two-list four-table of 1, 30]. In the two-list four-table, the vector W is partitioned into four new vectors, and the subset sums of each of them are stored in each of X, Y , R, and S, respectively. Hence, the results in 1, 30] imply that if the problem of searching in X + Y + R+ S can be solved in O(f(n)) time and O(g(n)) space, then the knapsack problem can be solved in O(f(2 s=4 )) time and O(g(2 s=4 )) space. Thus, ecient parallel algorithms for these problems imply e cient parallel algorithms for the knapsack problem.
In this paper, we use the theory of partial ordered sets to show how existing parallel machines ? like the Connection Machine (CM-2 or CM-5), or the Intel iPSC ?, can bring very large instances of some NP-Complete problems within the reach of an exact solution. Clearly, parallelism cannot change the presumed exponential complexity of such problems. However, to the best of our knowledge, the parallel algorithms we present in this paper are the rst to require a feasible amount of memory space per processor on a distributed memory machine, while still yielding an optimal speedup over the time complexity of the best known sequential algorithm. Since no parallel algorithm existed to search sorted multisets, this paper can be viewed either as new results in the eld of partial ordered sets or as an attempt to seek for e ective means to solve large NP-Complete problems. We also propose new sequential algorithms for searching and selecting special subsets of sorted X + Y . We present two parallel algorithms capable of achieving optimal speedup relative to the O(n 2 log n) time single processor algorithms for search in sorted X + Y + R + S and so also achieving optimal speedup of the time O(s 2 s=2 ) Subset Sum algorithms. These are the fastest known sequential algorithms for this problem. In particular, with the use of such algorithms, large instances of some NP-Complete problems (100 or more variables) would be within reach of feasible parallel systems.
The rst algorithm runs on any coarse-grained distributed memory parallel computer with up to n processors and O(n) space per processor, for storing a copy of each vector X; Y; R; S. The second achieves optimal speedup on the less realistic parallel random access machine (P-RAM) but uses only a total of O(n) space on up to n processors, for instance O(1) space on each of O(n) processors. On a realistic ne-grain machine, this algorithm runs slower by a factor depending on the time required to sort n numbers (in practice by a factor of log n on a hypercube), although it is space scalable, in the sense that it requires total memory space that grows as a linear function of the problem size.
Because of their di erent features and approaches, we show both of the parallel algorithms in this paper. The comparison between them is that the second algorithm always requires much less space than the rst but the rst is faster on marginally practical architectures (such as hypercubes of dimension 20 to 30) and massively faster on reasonably practical architectures (such as two or three dimensional grids).
We will show in section 6.1 that our second algorithmcombined with a brute force exponential problem reduction method is always at least as fast and memory e cient as the algorithm from 5].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some properties of searching in sorted X +Y are addressed and in Section 3 new sequential algorithms are introduced. The parallel versions of the algorithms for searching in sorted X+Y +R+S are given in Section 4 and their time complexity proved. Section 5 discusses the application of all the results to NP-Complete problems and the practical question of how to modify the algorithms if the space/memory con guration available is not the ideal one. We conclude in Section 6 by discussing the comparison between our results and those of 5] , some open problems and directions for further research.
2 Basic results in X + Y Before introducing the main results of this paper, we need some techniques used for search and selection in sorted X + Y . We give an explicit description of the existing sequential search algorithms, because our solutions are based on similar ideas.
Search
We have indicated in the Introduction that the complexity of searching sorted X +Y for a given element z is (n). An optimal sequential algorithm to solve this problem is as described in gure 1 7] :
Algorithm nd(z,n,X,Y); For the sake of clarity we recall from 7] an algorithm to search sorted X +Y +R+S for a given element z. We suppose that in a preprocessing phase two heaps H and H 0 have been initialized with fx n + y t j1 t ng and fr 1 + s q j1 q ng respectively. I.e., H contains all the elements of the last row of X + Y , while H 0 holds the rst row of R + S. This is so because H will be a max-heap and H 0 a min-heap. The idea is to successively generate the elements of X + Y (and R + S) in sorted order. The elements of X +Y are generated in a decreasing order, while the elements of R+S are generated in an increasing order. Hence, starting from the very rst element of X + Y and the very last element of R+S, a simulation of algorithm nd that searches in ((X+Y ) + (R+S)) is obtained.
This algorithm (cf. gure 2) requires O(n) auxiliary storage to store the heaps H and H 0 . Its time complexity is the same as for algorithm nd, where each vector is of cardinality n 2 , except for updating the heaps at each step. Therefore, it takes O(n 2 logn) time to search in X + Y + R + S.
Selection
In the next section we will also require a procedure that selects, for a given k, the k-th smallest element of sorted X+Y . We saw in the introduction that this can be done in time ( p k), which is O(n) in the worst case. We shall refer to such an algorithm as algorithm select(k; X; Y ) 16].
Algorithm ndfour(z,n,X,Y,R,S,H,H'); Input: integer z; four sorted vectors of n elements; two heaps; Output:elements (xi; yj; rk; sl) such that z = xi + yj + rk + sl; In this section, we introduce some new results that will be used in the next section. The sequential algorithms that follow are essential to the development of our solution.
Let q be a divisor of n. Let the vectors X and Y be divided into q blocks each, BX i and BY i ; 1 i q, with n=q successive elements per block, as follows. BX 1 = fx n ; x n?1 ; : : :; x n? n q +1 g, BX 2 = fx n? n q ; : : :; x n? 2n q +1 g, : : :, BX q = fx n q ; : : :; x 1 g and BY 1 = fy 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y n q g, : : :, BY q = fy n? n q +1 ; : : :; y n g.
Notice that algorithm find de nes a path on the X + Y matrix. Furthermore, such a path de nes all the BX i + BY j matrices, 1 i; j q, that could contain z, and we can show that the number of such matrices is bounded.
Lemma 1 Let nsm be the number of submatrices BX i + BY j ; 1 i; j q, that can contain z in the structure de ned above. Then nsm < 2q.
Proof. Let LBX and LBY be two lists formed by the last element of each block BX and BY , respectively. Consider LBX in a decreasing order and LBY in an increasing order.
Let the elements of LBX and LBY be indexed from 1 to q. Let r i ; 1 r i q, be the Therefore, A and B imply that z may only be found as the Cartesian sum of BX i and BY k , where r i?1 + 1 k r i + 1. Furthermore, it is easy to see that for each BX i the number of submatrices to search is (r i ?r i?1 +1). Hence, nsm = r 1 +1+ P q i=2 (r i ? r i?1 + 1) = q+r q 2q.
Note that nsm = 2q holds only if r q = q. In this case, however, since LBY r q ] is the last element of LBY, the number of submatrices generated by the block BX q is r q ? r q?1 and no longer 1 + r q ? r q?1 . Thus nsm < 2q.
Aiming at generating blocks of q consecutive elements of sorted X + Y , we propose the algorithms in gures 3 and 4. For a given integer w, algorithm selectnextset computes the successor of w, according to a given order (increasing or decreasing). Since X and Y are sorted, this is easily achieved by taking the successor of w in each column of X +Y . In order to generate consecutive elements, we can then build a min-heap from this set and each time an element is chosen as the next element in the sorted order, it is replaced by its successor in its column and the heap updated.
It is clear that,
Proposition 1 The time complexity of algorithm selectnextset is O(n).
Algorithm generateheap introduced below initializes a priority queue for further utilization, once the set of candidates has been selected.
Proposition 2 The time complexity of algorithm generateheap is O(n).
Proof. Any linear algorithm for constructing the heap H can be used 18, 25] . Since the running time of algorithm selectnext is linear, the result follows.
At this point, we can have a heap initialized with all the candidates in X + Y to be the successor of w. To generate the q successors of w, every time an element of X + Y , say x u + y v , is chosen from the priority queue, then the data structure is updated in such a way that it contains next(x u + y v ), the successor of x u + y v . Figure 5 depicts such an idea.
Proposition 3 The time complexity of algorithm generate-q-successors is O(n + q log n).
Proof. The call to generateheap costs O(n), and at most q elements are generated, costing O(logn) time each for updating the heap.
Lemma 2 Let w = x u + y v , an element of sorted X + Y , be given. Then the successive generation of w and its immediate q successors in an increasing or a decreasing order can be done in O(q log n) sequential time, with O(n) preprocessing time and O(n) space.
Algorithm selectnextset(w,n,X,Y,nextset,order); Proof. Suppose that we want to successively generate w and its immediate q successors in an increasing order. Since X is sorted, it is su cient to distinguish a set containing, for each column, the smallest element that is larger than w. Such a set surely contains the successor of w in the total order over X + Y . Furthermore the successor of w is the minimum element of this set. Therefore, we build a min-heap from this set and each time an element is chosen as the next element in the sorted order, it is replaced by its successor in its column and the heap updated.
The time complexity follows from the Propositions demonstrated above. Since only the input vectors and a heap of n elements are used, the space complexity is O(n). This completes the proof of the lemma.
On successive sampling
In this section we consider the generation of sorted X + Y given two sorted arrays X and Y each of size n where we are interested in an algorithm whose space requirement is O(n). This Algorithm generateheap(w,n,X,Y,H,order); Input: integer w; two sorted vectors of n elements; an order (increasing or decreasing); Output:heap containing the successor of w in each column of sorted X + Y , in the given order; selectnextset(w;n; X;Y; nextset;order); buildheap(n; H; nextset;order). ) but we do not require that the sorted array be present, merely that some speci ed operation be carried out on its elements in order. We present here an approach which will have some advantages when we come to consider a parallel version.
An essential tool in the algorithm will be a procedure GenerateSegment ( gure 6) which nds the elements of X +Y lying between given limits. Our approach will be to rst identify all the i; j pairs such that X i] + Y j] lies between the limits, store these pairs according to their lexicographic ordering and nally compute the respective sums X i] + Y j] and sort them.
Identify will compute, for each i, minj i] and maxj i] such that the sums involving X i] which lie within the range are all the sums X i] + Y j] with minj i] j < maxj i].
Locate will compute, for each i, minloc i] and maxloc i], the ranks of (i; minj i]) and 
Analysis
Provided that the number of elements in the segment is O(n), which will be the case in all applications of GenerateSegment, the time and space requirements are O(nlogn) and O(n) respectively, with the time being O(n), apart from the nal sort.
The sample rank lemma
In order to ensure that the segments generated by calls to GenerateSegment really do contain O(n) elements, we will use an idea due to 27] of using a small sample of the elements of X and Y to obtain approximate information about the distribution of X + Y . We will de ne a sample 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
The main algorithm
The essential idea of the algorithm in gure 7 is to generate X+Y as a sequence of segments each generated by a call to GenerateSegment. The endpoints of the ranges for these segments are obtained by recursively generating a sample of X + Y and selecting from the sample a subset (called a skeleton) such that the number of elements of X + Y lying between two successive elements of the skeleton is guaranteed to be O(n) by the sample rank lemma. For simplicity we assume that n is a power of 2; other values of n or arrays X and Y of di ering sizes can be handled if necessary.
If pact
Algorithm Generate(X, Y, n, pact, Action);
Input: two sorted vectors X and Y of n elements indexed 1 to n; n the total array size, a power of 2; pact a factor of n de ning the`active part' of the array, namely the pact elements with index a multiple of n=pact; pact = n at the top level; Action a procedure; Output:all elements of X + Y whose X and Y summands are both within the active part. These elements will be generated in a sequence of one or more sorted segments, in such a way that each segment has size O(n) and every element in any segment is less than every element in any later segment.
As each segment is generated, the procedure Action will be applied to it; =pact 0 2n so that the segment size is less than 6n. This justi es the remark made in the discussion of GenerateSegment that the segment sizes would all be O(n). Since any skeleton consists of exactly pact 0 elements, evidently the space used is O(n).
It is clear that the time for a call of Generate, excluding the recursive call, is dominated by the calls to GenerateSegment. There are pact 0 such calls, each taking time O(n logn) according to section 3.2.1. Hence, the total time (still excluding the recursive call) is O(pact 0 n log n). Hence, the total time including all calls starting from pact = n is O(n logn P pact 0 ). Since the values of pact 0 are all distinct powers of 2 less than or equal to n, P pact 0 < 2n, giving a total time of O(n 2 logn). Thus, we have proved:
Theorem 1 The procedure Generate runs in space O(n) and time O(n 2 log n) and generates in order all the elements of X + Y .
Repeated values amongst the sums
The foregoing analysis has ignored the problem of a given value occurring more than once as a sum X i] + Y j] and therefore making a segment larger than O(n) elements. This problem could be avoided by multiplying every element of X and Y by n 2 , adding (i ? 1)n to each X i] and adding j ? 1 to each Y j]; the true X i]+Y j] value can then be extracted by dividing the computed value by n 2 . Alternatively, since X and Y are sorted, duplicate elements in each of them can be removed, after which the algorithm will run as described with the only di erence being that the maximum segment size is greater by n ? 1.
A parallel search algorithm
In this Section, we show how the new search techniques described previously can be used in order to design new parallel algorithms for searching in X +Y +R+S. The solutions presented di er in whether each processor is able or not to hold a copy of each of the vectors.
Parallelising the heap based algorithm
We suppose that at the beginning of the algorithm the four sorted vectors are stored in the local memory of each PE i ; 1 i p < n. The correctness of our parallel search algorithm stems from algorithm findfour along with Lemma 1. Below, we rst discuss its basic steps and then show how they can be implemented in a distributed environment in the claimed time complexity. We assume that the size of the local memory is O(n), so, the number p of processors is restricted to be strictly smaller than the cardinality of the vectors; otherwise the total memory available on the system would be at least O(n Proof. Let A = X + Y and B = R + S be two virtual tables of size N = n 2 . We mean by virtual that they are never really generated; we refer to an element a i (b i ) but it is actually de ned by the sum of an element in X and an element in Y (R and S, respectively).
From Lemma 1 we know that search in A+B can be reduced to search in at most 2p submatri- The main problem is then how to search such submatrices. Search in the cartesian sum of two sorted vectors cannot be used as is, because the blocks BA i and BB j are virtual, and we only know the rst element of each one. Similarly, since each block is itself a subset of the cartesian sum of two sorted vectors, one would be inclined to apply search in sorted multisets to perform the search operation. Unfortunately, however, each block BA i is not formed by the cartesian sum of contiguous elements of X with contiguous elements of Y . Actually they contain a rst element { which is known {, from LBA, and its N=p successors in the total order over X + Y , which are not known. It is analogous for the blocks BB j .
Therefore, we need to successively generate, in sorted order, a number of elements of the table A (respectively, B), starting from the very rst element of BA i (resp., BB j ). This can be done by a technique similar to the one described in Lemma 2. Two heaps are initialized with the candidates in X + Y (resp., R+S) to be the successor of the rst element of BA i (resp., BB j ). Then these heaps are made input to a call to algorithm findfour, described in Section 2, that performs the search.
Summarizing, given a sorted multiset composed by the cartesian sum of four sorted vectors to search for a given element z, the steps to follow are: In gure 8 we give the description of a parallel algorithm that implements these four basic steps in a general distributed environment.
Algorithm Distributedfindfour(z;n; X;Y; R; S); Input: integer z; four sorted vectors of n elements; Output:elements (xi; yj; rk; sl) such that z = xi + yj + rk + sl; Proof.
Step 1 is constituted by two calls of function select, which cost O(n). Concentrating the lists in step 2 can be implemented by a well known all-to-one procedure that costs O(p), because only a constant amount of information is exchanged between any two processors within a time step. Also, the procedures executed by PE 0 all have time proportional to the length of lists LBA and LBB, i.e., O(p). Finally, as seen in Lemma 2, procedure generateheap has time complexity O(n), while algorithm findfour takes O((n 2 logn)=p) time. A task allocation among the processors must be performed between steps 2 and 3. Often such a consideration is neglected, but it can introduce a dependence of the time complexity on the architecture of the chosen parallel machine. In our case, since PE 0 knows the number of blocks to be searched, some procedures like Concentrate, Partial Sum, Generalize and others 13] can be used to implement a load balancing in O(logp) in hypercubes and perfect shu es, for instance. Actually, the time complexity of this step is proportional to the diameter of the interconnection network, i.e., O(p), being bounded below by (logp) 13].
With this the proof of theorem 2 is complete.
Parallelising the sample based algorithm
In this section we consider the parallel implementation of algorithm Generate presented in section 3.2.3.
We will show that the generation of X + Y can still be done in parallel with optimal or near optimal speedup over the sequential version, even with only a small amount of memory per processor. The algorithm to be described is essentially aimed at a hypercube architecture, but the principles involved are not restricted to this architecture and the description and the analysis of the algorithm will be given in general enough terms to be also applicable to other models. We assume that initially each array X and Y is held with one element per processor. We use a notation such as X:i to denote the element of X held in processor i and one such as Res (i)] to indicate that an array Res exists on each processor (and that each processor is indexing its array Res by expression i).
Sorting
The essential factor in determining the speed of the algorithm is the time of sorting O(n) elements stored initially O(1) per processor. We will refer to the factor by which this exceeds O(logn) as the sorting overhead and denote it by (n). We can state the major conclusion of this section as:
Given two sorted arrays X and Y each stored one element per processor in n processors, the sorted array X + Y can be generated, using O(1) space per processor in time O(n logn (n)).
For instance, this can be applied to CRCW P-RAM (with (n) equal to 1), or to a hypercube (with (n) equal to log n using Batcher's sort 4] or (log log n) 2 using the asymptotically faster method of 9]).
Of course, as in section 3.2.3, the whole array X + Y of n 2 elements cannot exist at any one time in space of O(1) per processor. The array will again be produced as a sequence of segments with O(n) elements in each segment, every segment sorted, and every element in a segment less than or equal to every element of every succeeding segment.
Basic operations
When a set of n elements is held in n processors, it is clear how they should be held and what it means for them to be sorted: each processor should hold one value and the sorted condition is that the value held in processor i should be less than or equal to the value in processor j for every j > i. For a set of n elements held in p processors, n 6 = p, the decision is less clear.
We adopt the following conventions which will sometimes not lead to optimum e ciency but which will not a ect our conclusions about the order of the time or space requirements of our algorithms: the density of the set is the rst power 2 i greater than or equal to n=p (for i natural); the set will be stored with elements in each of the rst bn= c processors, n mod in the next one and none in the remaining ones; the set is considered sorted i the elements in each processor are sorted and every value held in processor i is less than or equal to any value in processor j for every j > i.
We rely on the assumption that the following operations can all be carried out on any set of size O(n) in time O(logn (n)) on n processors: Concentrate, Generalize, Monotonic Route, Pre x Sum, Bitonic Merge, Sort and Random Read. In practice, they can be carried out faster on a hypercube except for the last two, sorting itself and Random Read. Precise de nitions and analysis of these operations can be found in 13] .
These operations will need to be carried out, not only on the set of all processors but sometimes on a given active subset of the processors, the remaining processors being dormant. In the hypercube case the active subsets will always be subcubes so that no problems at all arise. In general it is su cient that every processor in the active subset is able to determine (in time O (1)) the number of the processor which is the ith in the subset; this is trivial in the case of the subsets in the algorithm (which always consist of all processors whose number is a multiple of some known value).
Discussion
In order to balance the load of computing the sums, the process of computing some sum X:i+Y:j which lies within the range will be carried out, not necessarily by processor i or processor j but by the processor determined by the position of the pair (i; j) when all such pairs (giving a sum within range) are sorted over all processors (in the sense of section 4.2.2) with the same order as used in the arrays Xval, jval and Res in section 3.2. The processor which will hold such a pair in this sorted form will be called the owner of the pair and its position amongst the pairs owned by the processor will be called its o set. Of course, getting the correct X:i and Y:j to a given processor is now a major part of the algorithm.
Identify will compute minj and maxj as before except that each active processor i will have variables minj:i and maxj:i corresponding to the array elements minj i] and maxj i].
Locate similarly will compute, in each active processor i, minloc:i and maxloc:i, corresponding exactly to array elements minloc i] and maxloc i].
Distribute will compute the same values in arrays Xval and jval as in the sequential version but now these values will be stored sorted across processors (not only the active processors) in the sense of section 4.2.2. Thus each processor will have the X:i and j values of every pair of which it is the owner stored in elements Xval o set] and jval o set] of a local array where o set is the o set of the pair.
In Compute each processor will compute the sums X:i + Y:j for every pair of which it is the owner, each one in the respective Res o set]. Finally, Sort will again place these sums in the correct order.
Details
Procedure Identify: The major part of the computation of minj in Identify in the sequential version was a merge of two sorted arrays of records. This is achieved in parallel by the basic operation BitonicMerge Then each processor which has received one or two records (X:i; i) constructs new records (i; n + 1 ? (p ? i)) and these records are sent back to processor i by two calls of MonotonicRoute establishing the value of minj:i. The computation of maxj from max is again identical.
Procedure Locate: Once active processor i has received minj:i and maxj:i, it computes the number of j in the range minj:i; maxj:i) and then a call of PrefixSum on the resultant values determines minloc for each processor. Processor n can then compute total and and broadcast them to all processors.
Procedure Distribute: Now each active processor i for which maxj:i > minj:i constructs a record containing (owner, o set, X:i, minj, maxloc) where owner is the processor (not necessarily active) which is the owner of the pair (i; minj:i) (computed from minloc:i and ); these records are then distributed to their owner processors. Because a given processor may be the owner of up to of these pairs, they are distributed in calls of MonotonicRoute, one for each value of the o set of the record. As a processor receives these records, it stores the X:i and minj elds in Xval o set] and jval o set] respectively. The maxloc eld of the last record received is stored temporarily. Next, in a second phase, each processor which received one or more records nds the one with largest o set and distributes it to all processors between it and the owner of the (i; maxloc) pair (inclusive); this is accomplished by a call to Concentrate followed by one to Generalize. Each processor receiving a record in this phase stores its X:i and minj elds in Xval 1] and jval 1] and stores the owner and o set elds. Now each processor can compute from the records which it has received the Xval and the jval of every pair of which it is the owner. Next with calls of RandomRead, all the Y:j values corresponding to the jval values already known can be obtained and the sums computed in the processor which is owner of the pair. Finally the sums are sorted by a call to Sort.
Since the algorithm GenerateSegment consists of O(1 + ) calls to the basic operations mentioned in section 4.2.2 together with a few simple arithmetic operations, the time will be O(logn (n)) provided that is O(1), which will be the case in all the uses we make of it. Similarly, the space used in each processor is O(1 + ) and so will be O(1).
Given the parallel version of GenerateSegment, the description of Generate in section 3.2.3 now describes a parallel algorithm. The subarrays of size pact in the sequential version are now sets of active processors and, as claimed earlier, these sets are subcubes in the case of a hypercube architecture. Since the explicit arrays in the sequential version had size O(n) and they have been distributed evenly over n processors,and since any skeleton consists of exactly pact 0 elements, so that at most one skeleton element needs to be stored in any processor, the whole algorithm has a total space usage per processor of O(1).
It is clear that the time for a call of Generate, excluding the recursive call, is dominated by the calls to GenerateSegment. There are pact 0 such calls, each taking time O(logn (n))according to section 4.2.4. Hence the total time (still excluding the recursive call) is O(pact 0 log n (n)). Hence the total time including all calls starting from pact = n is O(logn (n) P pact 0 ). Since P pact 0 < 2n, this gives a total time of O(n log n (n)). Proof. This follows immediately from the above theorems and the discussion in section 1.2.
Again in practice Batcher's sort would be used for the hypercube giving time of O(2 n 0 =4 n 0 2 ).
More memory
If more memory was available than O(1), the size of the sample and skeleton used for a given call of Generate could be reduced, while keeping segments small enough to be handled, thereby reducing the number of recursive calls of Generate. However, since the outermost call of Generate represents more than half the total execution time, the advantage of doing this is minor.
Fewer processors
If fewer than n processors are available (say p), the generation of X + Y can still be done in total space O(n) and time O(n logn (n)n=p) by having each physical processor simulate n=p virtual processors. Similarly search in X + Y + R + S and Subset Sum problems can still be done in total space O(n) or O(2 n 0 =4 ) respectively and time increased in inverse proportion to the number of processors.
Less memory
If the amount of memory available is only su cient to run even the reduced memory subset sum algorithm on n 0 < n elements, it is still possible to do better than the crude O(2 n ) method. To search for a subset with sum z in an array A of n elements, we can do 2 n?n 0 searches, each one for one of the values obtained by subtracting some subset of the rst n?n 0 elements of A from z in the array consisting of the last n 0 elements of A. Each of these searches has a time processors product of O(2 n 0 =2 n 0 (2 n 0 =4 )), so that the total algorithm has time processors product O(2 n?n 0 +n 0 =2 n 0 (2 n 0 =4 )).
Conclusion

Comparison with recent work
We can compare the algorithm Generate of section 4.2 with the P-RAM algorithm presented by 5] which reduces the total amount of space required, obtaining the time, space, processors (T; S; p) behaviour: T = O(2 n=2 n); S 2 p = 2 n=2 ; p 2 n=6 (the paper does not actually give the factor n in the time since they ignore logarithmic factors, but it is produced by a binary search). By contrast, in the P-RAM architecture with = O(1), we will have T = O(2 n?n 0 =2 n=p); S = O(2 n 0 =4 ); p S; n 0 n. In any case where the method of 5] works with just enough memory, we have S 2 = 2 n=2 =p so that our method would choose n 0 = 4 logS = n?2 log p, giving T = O(2 n=2+log p n=p) = O(2 n=2 n) exactly as for 5].
Thus it can be seen that our method is more exible in the range of values of p which can be used, more exible in the value of S for a given p, comparable with that of 5] method for every pair p; S for which that method will work, faster as soon as more space or processors are available.
Summary of results
We have shown two methods for searching a data structure of the type sorted X +Y +R+S for a given element, on a distributed memory computer. One method requires a processor memory space proportional to the cardinality of each vector. If the number of processors is less than the number of elements in each vector, then the algorithm is work-e cient, i.e., it yields an optimal speedup over the best known sequential algorithm. The other method requires constant memory space per processor and achieves optimal speedup on architectures capable of sorting with optimal speedup, being, therefore, space and time scalable.
Both algorithms can be used to solve a certain class of NP-Complete problems, including Subset Sum and Exact Satis ability (One In Three SAT) in parallel. Very large instances of such NP-Complete problems can then be solved with the help of parallel systems.
Open questions
Both algorithms proposed in this paper could be used to solve real huge problems. In particular, the sample based parallel algorithm we have introduced can solve large knapsack-like problems, with only O(n) total memory space, which is a major issue in this eld. On the other hand, it is clear that it needs a great deal of communication among the processors, although it uses much less memory than the heap based one, which, in its turn, is very e cient regarding communications. Therefore, studying a hybrid algorithm that would tradeo memory and communications seems to be a promising practical way to use massive parallelism to solve even larger NP-Complete problems.
Finally, as pointed out by one of the referees, some sequential heuristics can give fast and exact answers for \hard" problems 24]. However, these problems probably are not very dense, being therefore easier to solve (we remark that the subset sum represent the most di cult instance of knapsack problems). A way for further research is thus to benchmark both algorithms proposed in this paper against the above mentioned heuristics on dense instances.
